T21 PRODUCT FEATURES

Authorize, secure, and monitor all of your keys with this sophisticated and innovative key management system. Ideal for small-to-medium sized businesses, this intelligent solution ensures that critical operations are never jeopardized.

- **Stand-alone Plug & Play solution**
  that does not require a network connection or PC and is simple to configure with the setup wizard.

- **Simple, clear touchscreen interface**
  allows users to quickly access designated keys. It also provides facility managers with screen-based audit trails and the ability to quickly add or remove access rights.

- **Keys are attached to iFobs with security seals**
  to ensure that keys remained locked in place until released by an authorized user.

- **RFID technology, PIN access, and multilingual capability**
  make the T21 an intelligent and sophisticated key management system.

- **Holds 250,000 audit events and 1,000 users**
  making it ideal for small-to-medium sized businesses that are seeking an affordable and reliable electronic key management unit.

- **Robust steel housing and audible alarms**
  make it extremely difficult to tamper with the T21 or open it without authorization.

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN KEY ISSUE & KEY MANAGEMENT

**INNOVATIVE KEY MANAGEMENT**
Uses RFID technology to provide businesses with the advanced management of 21 keys or keysets.

**AUDIT ACCOUNTABILITY**
Screen-based audit trail and reporting capability or export via USB port.

**EFFICIENT & COST EFFECTIVE**
The affordable unit contains tools to help manage security more efficiently, including flexible programming and scheduled access.

**EASY INSTALLATION**
Offers stand-alone operation and simple setup to be able to plug and play right out of the box, no internet connection required.
IS THE T21 RIGHT FOR YOUR FACILITY?

- Where do you store keys to restricted areas?
- How are keys managed for remote locations?
- Are master keys issued to contractors?
- Are all master keys accounted for?
- How do you store fleet vehicle keys?
- Are visitor keys properly issued and monitored?
- Would you like to reduce the risk of lost keys?

MUNICIPALITY, UTILITY & AIRPORT APPLICATIONS

Workers can improve their overall efficiency by spending less time searching for keys and more time doing their jobs. Additionally, security remains uncompromised when access rights are easily managed and keys are properly monitored.

Utilities
- Fleet Vehicles
- Perimeter Fencing
- Equipment Access
- Hazardous Materials

Municipality
- Public Records
- Remote Facilities
- Community Centers
- Administrative Offices

Airport
- TSA Checkpoints
- Gate, Runway, Tower Access
- Restaurants and Gift Shops
- Luggage Storage and Carousels

Support Staff
- Maintenance
- Housekeeping
- Custodial Staff
- Groundskeeping

Security Personnel
- Restricted Areas
- Emergency Exits
- Firearms and Armor
- Surveillance Equipment

General
- Personnel Files
- Contractors and Visitors
- IT Equipment and Servers
- Leased/Rental/Mixed-Use Space

“...The system is incredibly easy to use, saving us time and money, as there are no paper forms to fill in. It provides us with extensive reports that we can analyze and use in the monitoring of our vehicle strategy.

George Wilkes - Operations Manager
Dura Garages